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Abstract

There are distinct differences between impoliteness, rudeness, and taboo that pragmatists have
created distinct niches for them within the field of politeness research, yet all three tend to play
overlapping roles in determining the level of offense caused by swearing in conversation. This
paper examines which aspect of swearing contributes the most to perceived offense by applying
and analyzing them through a pragmatic framework based off of Jay’s (1992, 2008) research on
swearing and Culpeper’s (2010) theory of impoliteness. I specifically focus on the use of
profanity in non-confrontational ways or with unintended offense, such as using a swear word as
a form of emotional expression or emphasis rather than a derogatory remark or personal attack.
Regardless of positive (or neutral) implications, swearing might still result in a certain level of
offensiveness. Is it the connotations of an individual swear word that causes the most offense,
the social conventions dictating what is acceptable in a conversation, or, finally, a blend of both
which is ultimately influenced by context? In this evaluative paper, I take a look at these
potential sources for offensiveness and argue that it is a mix of both the semantic meaning and
the flouting of social conventions that leads participants to be offended when hearing profanity,
even when it is used in non-offensive ways.

Keywords: swearing, offense, impoliteness, profanity, connotations, social conventions,
pragmatics, taboo

1. Introduction

Within the fields of pragmatics and semantics, impoliteness and offense have two distinct
meanings and intentions from a speaker. Regarding offensive language, most of the literature
examines what it means to be impolite (Culpeper 1996, 2010; Watts 2005), how speakers learn
which words and topics are rude (Jay 1992, 2000; Janschewitz 2008), or how people use
swearing in natural discourse (Jay and Janschewitz 2012). While it is agreed across disciplines
that using profanity is generally rude, the literature is limited and fails to inspect the reason
behind this, as it is still a relatively young and undeveloped niche within (im)politeness research.
This paper will contribute to the ongoing politeness research by offering additional insight into
why we as participants determine whether something is offensive or not. There is a difference
between taking offense by participants and causing offense by the speaker (Mitchell and Haugh
2015). For this paper, I choose to ignore how profanity is used in offensive ways and
insteadfocus on what constitutes offense and for what reasons profanity is deemed offensive,
even when it’s used in casual discourse or as emotional expressions, such as in examples (1)
and (2).

(1) You’re so fucking cool.
(2) Can you help me carry all this shit inside? (referring to items in a car trunk)
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Jay and Janschewitz (2012) explained that over the years as researchers, they have recorded
over 10,000 instances of swearing in public, yet have rarely ever seen aggressive responses to
profanity. Instead of leading to violence, they found that swearing was primarily used in public
discourse by speakers (and correctly inferred by the participants) as innocent expressions
meant to emphasize emotions or even elicit laughter from listeners. If most people use profanity
in non-aggressive ways, at least publicly as Jay and Janschewitz (2012) recorded, why, then,
are swear words considered offensive?

Jay (2008) explains that a speaker can’t cause offense by using profanity if there are no
negative emotional consequences for the listener. Even though a listener might understand the
speaker’s implications in the above examples and react positively to an utterance with profanity,
the listeners are still aware of those swear words and the level of offense that they hold. In this
paper, I examine three different approaches to explain why swearing might be offensive. I argue
that it could be either (i) connotations-based, where the lexical semantics and implications play
the largest role, (ii) social conventions that dictate what we are allowed to talk about, or (iii) a
mix of the two and dependent on context.

The first hypothesis is that the connotations of swear words are what causes offense, as
regardless of how they are used, they still hold a meaning that is taboo or rude. If you say the
utterances in (2) to a friend, they’ll understand that you aren’t really talking about excrement.
However, their initial reaction will most likely be thinking of it, as the connotations of these words
are so strong. The second hypothesis states that social conventions dictate what words we can
say and when we can use them, regardless of their meaning. Essentially, listeners are initially
shocked at profanity because the speaker has flouted Cooperativeness or Politeness by using it
in public settings in which it is typically not permitted. In the end, I argue for the third hypothesis,
which allows for connotations, conventions, and context to all play equally impactful roles in
determining the level of offense of swearing1.

My hypotheses can contribute to the research on politeness in natural discourse and how
speakers communicate, while also opening up avenues for further studies into other linguistic
fields, such as historical or sociolinguistics. Although it is beyond the scope of this paper, it is
important to investigate why swearing is offensive in order to evaluate how the level of
offensiveness and rate of occurrence changes over time, such as in media and culture. Words
that were offensive fifty years ago no longer hold the same weight now, which is interesting from
a psychological, sociological and historical standpoint, not just linguistic.

In section two, I provide a brief background on the leading theories and definitions pertaining to
(im)politeness and profanity. I present and compare my three different hypotheses in section
three with analyses based on the pragmatic frameworks previously introduced. Finally, I end the

1 For the purposes of this paper, I ignore prosodic influence in discourse analysis. An utterance can
obviously have different implications and inferences based on how the speaker stresses the profanity. I
won’t focus on how a speaker can use swear words to cause emotional harm, but that its presence alone
results in offense.
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paper with a quick summary and probe into future research in section four and the conclusion in
section five.

2. Politeness and Profanity

In order to argue what causes offense, we need to differentiate it from impoliteness and
rudeness–but we can’t even do that without first having an understanding of the theory of
politeness. While the research on the pragmatics of profanity is relatively young and sparse,
politeness is such a popular topic when regarding communication that a separate Journal of
Politeness Research was established in 2005 to study it within a multi-disciplinary forum. The
concept of politeness varies across cultures and languages, as words, body language, facial
expressions, and even clothing can all impact a participant’s behavior and how they perceive
offense. Grice’s (1975) well-known cooperative principle initiated the beginnings of politeness
theories, as he specified four maxims which speakers follow to maintain harmony within an
exchange: quantity, quality, relation, and manner. Researchers argued, though, that he failed to
consider politeness, which flouts these maxims since it is neither brief nor clear (Brown and
Levinson 1983, 1987; Leech 1983).

Lakoff’s Politeness Principle (1973) explains that there are three rules to politeness: don’t
impose, give options, and make the receiver feel good. The principle intends to maintain social
equilibrium and pairs with Grice’s (1975) conversational implicature to cooperate during
communications. The most commonly-accepted definition of politeness is described as a
linguistic means by participants to avoid the occurrence of conflict or social aggression in all
types of communications, whether verbal or non-verbal, by maintaining harmonious interactions
(Lakoff 1973; Watts, et al., 2005).

Researchers have found some difficulty in distinguishing between impoliteness, offense, and
rudeness, as there is a strong overlap between them within communication. Culpeper (1996,
2011) and Jay (1992, 2008) define impoliteness as a behavior that causes some sort of negative
emotional consequence to the other participants, which can then result in offense. Bousfield
(2008) likens causing offense with damaging face. Whenever a speaker upsets social harmony,
such as by using offensive language or attacking face, they cause impoliteness, regardless of
whether it was intentional or not (Locher and Watts 2005; Culpeper 1996, 2005). This contrasts
with rudeness, which is always an intentional violation of social and personal norms (Terkourafi
2008). There are multiple types of impoliteness and rudeness, such as mock and coercive
impoliteness (Culpeper 2011) or rudeness of action (Segarra 2007). Locher and Watts (2005)
even argue that impoliteness is not universally definable as it relies on the relationship between
speaker and listener within a specific culture.

There is much work still to be done in the realm of understanding the distinction between
impoliteness and offense. However, as the scope of this paper is somewhat limited, we won’t
need to go so far in depth into (im)politeness research to work out or understand this analysis of
swearing. The main theory, based on the limited current research on offense, is that offensive
language won’t result in offense if there is no negative emotional response from the listener
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(Culpeper 2011, Jay 2008, Jay and Janschewitz 2012). This is a crucial aspect for the
pragmatics of swearing, as an individual’s offensiveness judgment determines whether an
utterance was rude or impolite (Jay 2000, 2008). Jay and Janschewitz (2008) argue that
swearing is neither polite nor impolite, but is deemed offensive based on whether it is used
within the boundaries of socially acceptable discourse.

With this quick introduction to (im)politeness research, we can continue addressing the main
research question: is it knowledge of the content of the swear word or the appropriateness of
the situation which determines the perceived offensiveness of acts of profanity? Which focus,
either connotations or conventions, play a larger role in the perceived level of offense?

3.1: The Connotations Hypothesis

The first (and perhaps most common) theory that we must examine to determine why
participants judge profanity as offensive is that of an individual word’s meaning and subject
matter. The Connotations Hypothesis states that it is the lexical semantics, history, and overall
implications of a swear word which decide whether that word is offensive and to what extent.
For example, the lexical and historic meaning for “bastard” is a despicable person or child born
out of wedlock. Regardless of how a speaker uses a certain swear word, like “bastard”, it will
always carry with it an offensive connotation. In other words, it is the content of the word that
determines offensiveness, not the context or social parameters.

3.1.1 For the Connotations Hypothesis

Due to its deeper connotations, profanity can be very impactful within discourse and can lead to
offense even if a speaker’s implications are to be non-offensive or non-confrontational. You
cannot prevent the initial negative emotional response a listener has (regardless of how small)
when hearing a swear word because of its connotations, despite using it in a neutral or positive
way as in (3) and (4).

(3) I can’t get this bastard to open (holding up a small jar)
(4) Are you fucking kidding me? (a positive reaction to a friend dressing up glamorously)

Profanity is utilized (or even weaponized) by graffiti artists, which is why you often see swear
words such as “fuck” and “bitch” painted on the sides of buildings, fences, or bridges. When a
passerby reads these words or hears the utterances in (3-4), they might feel a quick jolt of
negative emotions and concern that it’s hostile towards them. There doesn’t have to be any
other context or implications–swear words carry with them a negative or derogatory connotation
that causes immediate emotional responses. After that quick, initial shock, you can then react
appropriately to the situation, whether that’s by laughing at the joke or emotional expression.
Although most participants are aware that the speaker does not literally mean the jar in (3) is a
bastard, there is a split second where listeners have to dissect what the speaker is referring to
and what their overall intent is when using a swear word. In the same strain, passerbys
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ultimately won’t be personally attacked and offended by the graffiti. It is this initial negative
reaction to the connotations that determines profanity as offensive (Culpeper 2011, Jay 2008).

Another argument in favor of the Connotations Hypothesis is the negative emotional reaction
swear words evoke in participants due to their taboo references. In the utterance (2), repeated
below, the swear word “shit” is used to denote items in a trunk that the speaker needs help
carrying.

(2) Can you help me carry all this shit inside?

Taboos are customs or practices that are culturally agreed upon to be prohibited, or at least
restricted (Janschewitz 2008; Jay 2019). When something taboo is done or mentioned, it can
result in feelings of repulsion or discomfort. Even children comprehend what is taboo (Jay and
Janschewitz 2005) as they often find it hilarious to make jokes about “poo.” Although both the
speaker and listener understand there to be no directed offense, the word “shit” still maintains a
deeper connotation of excrement, which is by and large a taboo and can lead to disharmonious
conversation and/or uncomfortable participants.

3.1.2 Against the Connotations Hypothesis

However, there are some arguments to be made against the idea that connotations play the
largest role in deciding why swearing is considered offensive to some people. You can swear or
even just imply offense without using profanity, as seen in (5-7).

(5) You’re going out dressed like that?
(6) You son-of-a-gun! (replacing son-of-a-bitch)
(7) Mother-fugder/Mother-father (replacing motherfucker)

There is no profanity used in utterance (5), but it still constitutes impoliteness and offense as it
causes negative emotional harm to the listener. The implications, inferences, and semantics of
(6) and (7) are equal to that of the real swear words they are replacing. These types of words
and phrases carry the same connotations and lexical meaning, yet do not count as profanity.
Many people who want to convey extreme emotion but refrain from swearing will use these
alternatives because they consider it less offensive. Speakers are still cursing and implying
“bitch” and “fucker” when they use these phrases, so it seems that it might not be the
Connotations Hypothesis that leads to offense.

There are also some swear words which are considered completely harmless, but still provide
the same connotations as their more offensive counterparts. Using informants and my own
native speaker judgements, I’ve found that profanity such as “crap” and “piss off” rank as very
low offenders, while “asshole” and “fuck off” ranked higher (also consistent with Jay 1992,
2008). Even just 50 years ago, the first two curse words were deemed highly offensive. They’re
connotations have not changed, though, so something else must account for this difference in
level of perceived offensiveness. This train of thought also leads us to question how swear
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words and offensiveness change within each generation, but that is best saved for another time
and paper.

3.2: The Conventions Hypothesis

The Conventions Hypothesis, on the other hand, argues that our social conventions play the
largest role in determining whether a swear word is offensive or not. Conventions dictate what
we’re allowed to talk about and with whom, the semantic meanings of swear words, and which
ones are even permitted within conversation. This hypothesis states that the usage of swear
words causes offense because the speaker goes against social etiquette or cooperativeness
(Grice 1989) when they use profanity2. Community guidelines have already determined a word
to be inappropriate. A speaker flouts these rules by swearing, thus causing a negative emotional
reaction from listeners. It is not the meaning of the word that leads to this reaction and offense,
but rather the incorrect time and place in which a speaker used that word.

Society attributes meaning to words, so one might think that social conventions are not that
different from connotations. There is a distinction in these hypotheses, however. As mentioned
previously as an argument against the Connotations Hypothesis, there are swear words with
similar semantic meanings which hold differing levels of offense. “Shit,” “crap,” and “piss” all
have connotations referring to excrements. Despite this, “crap” and “piss” are seen as lower
ranking swear words, as per my informants and other studies (Jay 1992, 2000). It is not the
content of these words that holds the offense, but the conventions of the community in which
they are used.

3.2.1 For the Conventions Hypothesis

Swear words most often relate to some taboo subject which is considered impolite to speak of,
such as bodily functions or sex (Janschewitz 2008; Jay 1992:165). As Culpeper (1996, 2010)
explained, it is impolite to say things that might cause discomfort. When a speaker references
these taboo subjects by using “shit,” “fuck,” or “asshole,” it goes against the social conventions
to maintain harmonious discourse, even if it was used in a non-offensive manner. It is not the
subject matter or connotations of the taboo which results in offense, but the incorrect setting in
which a speaker brings up a distasteful topic.

Regardless of age or culture, English speakers have knowledge on which topics are more taboo
than others and in which situations swearing is appropriate. Jay (1992, 2008) surveyed college
students and found that both native and non-native English-speaking students agreed that it
would be unlikely for a school dean or principal to swear in front of their students while a janitor
could at work. It is not an appropriate setting for a person of authority to be using profanity in

2 It can be argued that the connotations also flout social etiquette or Grice’s maxims. For these
hypotheses, I speak on the difference between the way in which social etiquette is flouted. In the
Connotations Hypothesis, there is flouting by using words with taboo meanings. In the Conventions
Hypothesis, there is flouting by simply using words that are offensive based on community rules, not
semantic meaning.
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front of their charges, which therefore results in offense. There are predetermined rules,
meanings, and levels of impoliteness to these swear words. Whenever a speaker swears in the
incorrect setting, they flout these social conventions.

3.2.2 Against the Conventions Hypothesis

If our social conventions played the largest role in determining whether people consider a swear
word offensive or not, then it stands to reason that those words would be used less frequently in
discourse for fear of offending other participants. This is not the case, though. Jay and
Janschewitz (2012) have recorded over 10,000 instances of swearing in public and found that it
occurs very often in natural discourse without any intent to offend listeners. It is important to
note that they observed profanity used in a wide range of settings and by a variety of
speakers–it was not confined to only younger speakers or informal conversations with friends,
despite stereotypes or popular belief. They determined that speakers most often used it to
emphasize their point and emotions, or even to elicit laughter from the participants.

This is contrary to the concept of impoliteness and offense previously defined by both Culpeper
(1996, 2010) and Jay (1992, 2008): a speaker disrupts the social harmony and causes offense
when there is a negative emotional consequence to the listener. If social conventions determine
which words are offensive (and when), then there should be severe emotional drawbacks when
a speaker flouts the rules and uses it in discourse. Instead, they found that profanity can elicit
laughter and be used positively to contribute to conversations (Jay and Janschewitz 2012).

My informants3 agreed with Jay’s (2008) findings that it wasn’t likely for a dean to curse in front
of their students, but many also remarked that they wouldn’t necessarily consider it offensive
even if the dean did use swear words in their presence. They explained that to them, there is a
difference between using profanity as personal emphasis or emotional expression versus in a
derogatory or confrontational manner. How is it an accepted social convention that swear words
are offensive if so many people in society constantly and consistently use them in non-offensive
ways?

3.3: Connotations, Conventions, and Context

The Connotations, Conventions, and Context Hypothesis states that the semantic and historic
meaning, social etiquette, and specific situation decide whether a swear word is offensive. The
setting in which profanity is used can drastically affect the resulting offense. My informants
explained that they always created some context behind any example to decide whether they
would construe an utterance as offensive or not. Most examples were bare like in (8), but the
informants would come up with a backstory such as (9).

3 It should be noted that my informants are all under thirty years of age and American English
speakers which can affect offense perceptions. Younger speakers generally find profanity less
offensive, even in more professional settings.
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(8) What the hell are you doing?
(9) said in a laughing manner at a friend who is chopping vegetables while holding the
knife upside down.

They felt that without creating some context like (9), they would assume (8) was said in a hostile
manner with intent to cause offense. The setting in which profanity is used can seemingly
change the implications and connotations in a listener’s mindset from antagonistic to humorous.
This is crucial for ranking the level of offensiveness–if a listener feels positive instead of
negative emotional reaction, then there is no impoliteness or offense caused (Culpeper 2011a;
Jay 1992, 2000).

“Shit” is offensive more so because of its connotations while “fucker” is limited by the social
conventions. However, there are words like “cunt” which are influenced by both. The lexical
meaning is that of female genitalia while the connotation is a highly taboo and vulgar insult. If
you were to see the word painted on the side of the street, you might have a strong emotional
reaction to it as a result of its negative connotation. Interestingly, “cunt” follows different social
rules amongst the English-speaking countries. In Australia it is used freely and often while in
America it is one of the most hateful terms and should be avoided at all costs. This is evidence
of social etiquette also dictating which swear words are offensive. Finally, “cunt” could be
perceived as inoffensive in America only if used amongst close friends who are already aware of
the speaker’s implications and tendencies for profanity. It seems that swear words do not have
to align with only one hypothesis or the other to determine their root of offensiveness.

The intensity of swear words change over time, as does its offensiveness ranking within societal
use. When I was a child, “damn” used to be a highly offensive swear word, but now it’s used
very often as a sort of everyday phrase or idiom. Its semantic meaning hasn’t changed and
neither has participants’ preferences for appropriateness. However, it no longer evokes the
same negative emotional response that it once did. It is neither dictated purely by connotations
nor conventions; rather, it seems to shift on a scale based on a number of factors. The type of
word, culture, location, and manner in which it is said can all affect the offensiveness. It is for
this reason that the hypothesis I argue for is a mix of the two with respect to context.

3. Conclusion

In this paper, I examined three different hypotheses which could potentially explain why some
people consider swear words to be offensive, even when only used in casual discourse or as
forms of emotional expressions. The Connotations Hypothesis helps to explain the emotional
reactions a listener has to specific swear words because of its semantic meaning, but fails to
account for how you can imply the same level of offense without using explicit profanity. The
Conventions Hypothesis states that using swear words in discourse is to flout social etiquette
and conversation norms, thus causing offense. However, studies have shown that people
readily use profanity throughout their day without leading to unpleasant reactions (Jay and
Janschewitz 2012), therefore limiting this hypothesis.
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I argue that the strongest explanation as to why swearing is offensive is the third and final
hypothesis: connotations, conventions, and context. Both semantic meaning and the
appropriateness of the social setting play equally impactful roles in determining the level of
offense of a swear word in any given situation. Some swear words carry harsher connotations
while some are becoming part of common vocabulary, and their offensiveness seems to always
depend on where you are and who you are with when using them. Jay (2008) explains that a
speaker can’t cause offense by using profanity if there are no negative emotional consequences
for the listener. If a listener fails to have an initial shock at the connotation of profanity or at the
incorrect timing, then it wouldn’t constitute offense. However, more often than not, participants
can’t control these initial reactions.

A word like ‘shit’ might have a negative connotation referring to an unpleasant topic like
excrements, but it doesn’t carry as much offense socially anymore. Listeners will be able to
immediately understand that you actually mean ‘stuff’ and aren’t trying to cause discomfort in
the conversation based on additional context. Other words might elicit greater reactions based
on societal norms and etiquette rather than its meaning. Even though a listener might
understand a speaker’s implications and react positively to an utterance with profanity, the
participants are still attempting to contribute to social harmony, so they are well aware of swear
words and the level of offense that they hold. As it is neither solely one hypothesis or the other
that can account for all instances of offense, the offensiveness of swearing is then determined
by a mix of the two and influenced by the overall context of the utterance.

As for future research, it would be very interesting to see how offense is construed across
cultures and languages. There is already some research done on cross-cultural swearing and
non-native speakers’ perception of offensiveness (see Harris et al. 2013; Jay 2008; Thomas
1983). Dewaele (2004) studied whether non-native speakers found their native language’s
swear and taboo words to be more emotionally expressive than their second languages. Along
those lines, I’m curious as to how often non-natives inject English swear words while speaking
their first language and whether there is a higher level of offense for those words versus their
native language swear words.
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